
 Many accidents occur as a result of exposure to

electrical equipment or devices.

 Today almost everything is powered by electricity.

Electrical equipment used in an office are potentially

dangerous. If they are used improperly, severe

accident may take place. If a part of the body comes

into contact with an electrical circuit, a shock will

occur. The current will enter the body at one point

and leave it at another place, and this path of current

can cause great pain, burning, and even death.

 When it comes to your health, it is always better to

be safe. For the safety of workers, they should be

properly educated about electrical safety and hazard.

 It is important to take safety precautions when

working with electricity. Safety should not be

compromised and safety rules must be followed first.

Below are some tips to prevent electrical accidents at

the workplace, which will help while working with

electricity.

 Unplug or disconnect the machines before

servicing or repairing, and check to make sure the

machine is actually disconnected. It is also a good

idea to place caution signs on the service panel so

that no one turns ON the main switch.

 Always use insulated tools

while working. Always use

appropriate rubber gloves

when working on any live

electrical circuit.

 Do not overload the outlet; do

not plug the multi-outlet bar into

another multi-outlet bar.

 Avoid water when working with

electricity. Do not repair or touch any

electrical equipment or circuit with

wet hands. This increases the

conductivity of electric current. Use only those devices that are properly grounded

or insulated. Check the earthing system periodically

and ensure proper earth value.

 Use extension cords causiously.

Do not plug two extension cords

together and do not cover them

with rugs or mats, as this may

present potential hazards.

 Never use devices with hot cords, damaged

insulation or broken plugs. Inspect cords and

equipment regularly, and report any defect

immediately

 Do not ignore the warning signs.

If an item feels hot, makes an

unusual noise (buzz or hum),

smokes, or sparks, immediately

turn it out of service and "don't

use it“

 Do not cover or guard any exposed

electrical component or wire, and

ensure that employees are aware of

any hazards

 Do not pull the cord for exit the outlet.

Hold the plug and exit the outlet.

 Never use an aluminum or steel ladder if you are

working at a height near live line. An electric shock

will land you and the entire current will pass

through your body. Use a bamboo or wooden

ladder instead and wear helmet and safety belt

while working.

 If you have to work near HT - lines, take safety

precautions. Discharge the line before working and

attach the discharge rod during working. And work

on electric line or equipment only after obtaining

"Permit to Work" from the authorized person.

 Never try to repair energized/live equipment.

Always check using a tester that it has been

previously de-energized. When an electric tester

touches a live wire, the bulb inside the tester shows

that the electric current is flowing into the

respective wire. Check all wires, the outer metallic

cover of the service panel and any other hanging

wire with the electrical tester before proceeding

with your work.

 Always use ELCB, RCCB, and use fuse of

appropriate current rating. ELCB and RCCB are

safety devices that automatically disconnect the live

wire when a short circuit or current occurs.

Selection of the appropriate fuse or ELCB and

RCCB is required. A fuse of 150% of the normal

circuit current is usually selected to avoid short

circuits.



● No work should be done within a distance of two

meters or less from the live OHE without granting

‘permit-to-work.

 Working outdoors with underground cabling can be

dangerous. Moist soil around the cable is a good

conductor of electricity. Using a hoe to dig on the

cable can easily cause damage to the wires, so it is

better to dig the cable by hand wearing gloves.

 Take care when removing capacitors from a circuit.

That the capacitor stores energy and if it is not

discharged properly it can easily cause an electric

shock.

 Use 3 pin plug socket in electrical devices. Use

phase wire red, neutral wire blue and earth wire

black or green.

● For OHE earthing at working place earth clamp

should be provided at least one span away at OHE

mast and it should be ensured that the structure bond

is properly connected with mast.

 Loco to be grounded by

operating earth switch

(HOM).

 Helmet and shoes should

always be used at the time of

working.

Earthing pole 

Earthing clamp 

 OHE supply to be switched off by opening

isolator and locking.

 Before going on roof of loco

 OHE to be earthed on both

ends of loco using discharge

rods.

● The tools and plant used in OHE maintenance are

must check at least once a month in presence of JE/

(OHE).

● Staff should be posted on both

sides of the work place, who can

alert the working teams to the

trains coming on that track.

● If the distance between two work sites is more than

1000 meter one earthing should be provided at such

point that distance between two earthing point

should not exceed to 1000 mt.

● Each task team should be secured by earth at least

two different places on the both end on the work site.

● All metallic items like fencings, platform's metal

structures etc that are parallel to the track, cause an

inductive effect, so they should be earthed for safety.

● Neutral section should be treated like live part and

before starting work should have manning at two

different places on both sides of the work site.

While working on isolator it should be earthed from

both ends at two different places.

● Do not touch any broken OHE wires. Switch off the

supply from both ends of wire or parted wire and it

should be earthed at two different places of both

parts, this precaution should also be taken while

working near sectioning point and cut-in insulator.

● Always first, tighten the discharge rod clamp on the

traction rail or pole and then hang the upper clamp of

discharge rod on the OHE. Similarly, when the

earthing is to be removed, first remove the clamp

from the OHE line, then open the clamp on the rail

or pole.



 When attaching loco to air-braked train LP to check

with the guard, the continuity of the brake pipe by

application and release of brake. Ensure the braking

& full releasing of brakes of train before running

the train and check all safety devices.

 Perform the brake test in the first block section by

proper method.

 The Driver and Assistant driver should exchange

the signal in a loud voice. Properly exchange the

signal with the guard, station staff and other

personnel.

 While performing the schedule inspection, keep the

battery switch HBA on the off position and remove

the battery fuse CCBA.

 Whenever the loco is standing, place the

appropriate wheel wedge on the wheels on either

side of the loco.

 After meggering, always discharge the concerned/

meggered circuit with the help of a flexible

insulated wire.

 Operation of the locos should be ensured by the

authorized person only. Horn to be blown after

taking charge of loco.

 Clearly display the switch gear layout of the power

supply. Employees working on the shop floor

should be aware of which switch to turn off in an

emergency.

 Ensure that condition-monitoring-testing such as

ultrasonic testing; RDPT, wheel profile, DGA and

temperature test etc. are strictly carried out as per

schedule. Periodical load tests and ultrasonic

checks of lifting equipment like shackles, safety

sling, hook anchors and pins to be done.

 While lifting heavy equipment like transformers

etc. from one place to another, first lift only about

1-2 feet and check that the job slip cannot be done,

only then lift it completely.

 Do not place any flammable materials like petrol,

grease, cotton vest etc. around the welding job.

Earth wire should not be used as neutral wire.

 Do not operate the loco until the work inside the

loco is complete and checked of the all safety

equipment is properly. Ensure availability of fire

extinguishers and wooden blocks in the locomotive

before operation.

 Ensure the proper operation of the limit

switch/emergency switch of crane daily before

starting.

 Do not operate the EOT crane without checking the

EOT crane brake.

 Do not operate the traverser without checking the

traverser's brake as well as hand brake.

 Ensure use of safety items such as safety

belts/helmet/hand gloves/slings/ropes etc. by man

working on overhead structure of any EOT cranes

or DSL of traverser etc.

 The person may be unconscious, the body may

burn, muscles may Twitch, the heart or brain may

stop functioning, the place of effected by current is

numb or paralyzed. Due to Falling down person

may be injured and bones can be broken.

 Electric shock can be so dangerous that it can also

burn internal body. It is completely fatal.

The risk of electric shock is according to the 

voltage. 

 Continuously whistle while crossing the level gate.

Whenever the train stops in the gradient section,

protect the train by applying train break A-9, loco

brake SA-9 and hand brake. Put wooden blocks in

the loco wheels and if necessary, apply ballast. The

driver should use DVR / Regenerative braking to

the maximum to protect the train from brake

binding.

 While driving the train, the driver and co-operator

to keep their mobile phones switched off or in silent

mode.

 Loco log-book to be checked for any loco defect and

always do entry in log-book for every unusual and

defect.

 Driver should switch "ON" the flasher light as per

rules in case of abnormalities.
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Disclaimer:

It is clarified that this pamphlet does not supersede any existing provisions
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guidance only and it is not a statutory document.
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Protecting employees or controlling hazards 

should be the same for all employers and 

employees. 

A good first step is to do a safety assessment 

of your workplace. 

Take the first step towards making your 

workplace safe, and create an action plan to 

correct those issues.

 Always use ELCB, RCCB, and use fuse of

appropriate current rating.

 Never overload plugs, sockets or extension cords.

Use appropriate overload relay for all devices.

 Replace the hot-faceplate light switch.

 Replace all damaged cords.

 Use a fire extinguisher.

 Do not attempt electrical repairs without expertise.

 In the interval between three months to one year,

regular testing of electrical equipment should be

done and the test date should be written.

 If the equipment be overheating, immediately

unplug it or interrupt power from the main switch.

 Isolate combustible objects from heaters and other

appliances that heat up quickly

In case of electric shock,

 First of all, if the person is in contact with the

current, then with the help of wood, remove it from

the contact of electricity and turn off the power /

supply.

 If the victim is not breathing, so lay it and start

giving breath by mouth immediately by raising the

feet and give repeated pressure on the heart.

 Band bandage on the injured area and after apply

Burnol Cream on burnt areas cover them with clean

cloth. Do not wrapped blanket.

 If the situation is dangerous, call the

ambulance.

 Give first aid until the ambulance

arrives.

 If the victim is breathing, then lay

down the person in the recovery

position.

 Never extinguish electric

fire with water. Instead,

use a fire extinguisher or

baking soda. Water

conducts electricity, so the

fire can actually ignite

further.


